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board of education business meetings april 13th 2021. i'd like to start with the pledge is 

 

the audit committee met earlier today to review the internal audit following that the board met in a 

work session to review changes to the proposed budget the board of education then entered in oh we 

didn't we are going to do the executive session after the meeting on wednesday april 14th 2021 at 7pm 

the district will be hosting a live event regarding the vaping epidemic in the community dr mendoza will 

offer a brief overview of vaping cigarette use and we'll answer your questions during this live event this 

will be presented on the district's youtube channel and you can access it via the district website there is 

an addendum to the personnel actions which will be removed at the same time as it was in the packet 

and you need to amend the agenda to add a program discussion item uh reopening plan presentation 

here as i said there is a need for an executive session after the meeting to continue discussing 

confidential information regarding the employment history of particular persons i would also like to add 

president comments regarding last friday voh did release their guidance document to school districts 

stipulating what things need to be in place to see increased in-person learning to occur in our schools 

with this release we did learn that our k-6 plan for a five-day return with masks and distance three-feet 

guidance is in line with the requirements listed on this document and we are scheduled for an april 19 

return greater disappointment and frustration was realized that the guidelines listed for our 712 

population that require students to move throughout the day in a single cohort of distance to three feet 

a superintendent supported by the board pushed back hard to dr mendoza who was titled as the 

enforcer of these guidelines our rates number one our rates are within our local community are lower 

than those listed in monroe county currently we justify the point that our 712 are currently in a cohort 

model that is not seen in district spreads in september operating our high school athletics should justify 

operating our instructional day we're not asking for our athletics to be closed we're just asking for the 

same consideration to be given to our instructional day they're very difficult hard conversations but i 

assure you we have foreign commitment to pushing back on these but we are in a situation right now 

where the guidelines do not represent the same for 7 12 that they represent the cases 

 

i think we'll speak more about that at that presentation um may i move on to approve the ask for 

approval uh to amend the agenda motion to approve that christian second by steve bubbles in favor and 

a motion to approve the march 23rd 2021 minutes john second by amie all those in favor anyone 

opposed or needing to abstain 

 

we do have uh a special presentation tonight we're still looking at our 2021-2022 budget um frank 

frank's gonna present that to us so tonight as you recall we started our budget process back in february 

we had our two february meetings our two march meetings and then uh the intent was tonight to adopt 

our budget for 21 22 school year um so i guess i'll get into the sliding continuing talking so at our last 

budget meeting on march 23 this is where we were as a uh gap if you will uh total expenses at that point 

were 91 million 368. total revenue is 85 million 581. we had a budget gap originally of six or 5.7 million 

dollars then we use our savings accounts so we appropriate the 1 million 662 the 817 000 and then we 

utilize our reserve funds on employment workers comp and ers for those numbers so that we came 

down to a gap at that point of one million nine hundred and eleven thousand seven twenty one we 
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were going with a two percent tax increase and recall the revenues on the second line included last 

year's levy the current year levy 2021 uh so down at the bottom here we show a two percent tax levy 

increase uh 765 000 and you'll know way at the bottom there number two the tax cap is actually 266 so 

we could go as high as two six six in this scenario we were going to two percent so you take that 

additional 765 721 away from the gap we're down to in green a gap of 1 million 146 and that's 

something that we've been accustomed to doing over the last many years now is continuing to show a 

gap in anticipation of the state having a final budget and hoping that they would turn around and give us 

the aid that we need that was due on april 1st which i think was a thursday could be wrong for a 

wednesday anyways it was a thursday we didn't find out until friday we got our actual runs on the 

weekend so they were just a little bit late but they'll say that they met their deadline of april 1. and quite 

honestly our numbers were extremely favorable which has been unbelievable compared to prior years 

we've never had a year as this positive if you will everything that the governor had proposed the 

legislature changed um he was proposing a significant reduction in our foundation aid of three and a 

half million dollars but then it was going to supplant three and a half million dollars of federally to 

replace that but no increase to our foundation he was going to take categorical type aids such as boces 

transportation and so forth and lump them into what he referred to as a service date and that although 

it's easier for the state to have one line rather than maybe 10 for aid lines would prevent the aids to go 

up based on how much you spent for instance if we spend more money in transportation we're aided 

say 70 percent 70 cents on a dollar same thing with boces we're aided at 73 on a dollar 73 cents on a 

dollar so by grouping him together he was able to control the increases whatever he would want them 

to be in the future so that's would not have been a good thing for us or any school district so they were 

able to change that he went back to traditional aids and he had a variety of other things that he was 

looking at and they said no we're not going to do that and really by giving us that federal money 

originally the intent of the federal money was never to use it for your budget it was to help us get 

through the code related expenses that we have had and that are coming you know into the future um 

such as loss of learning and so forth but the governor wanted to replace it or supplant it with a state aid 

so by eliminating all those aids or the reductions and the changes in the eight uh structure her budget 

gap is at one million one forty six our foundation aid is actually was reduced by three and a half million 

and then he supplanted as i said three and a half million of fed away what happened is he put the three 

and a half million back in took the federal money out because the federal money is not part of the 

budget and then gave us a raise an increase i should say a four and a quarter percent on our foundation 

that's the 960 thousand dollars and we need those increases because normal operations if a budget 

goes up two percent we cannot sustain that with a two percent tax cap we need state a that's our only 

other major source of revenue 960 000 helps do that also in this legislation they they have agreed to 

fund foundation aid to its max over the next two years after 2122 so it with these rates now for 2122 

our total foundation a which is roughly about 26 million dollars we're going to be about 86 funded so 

that 14 yet to be funded it's approximately 2.6 million dollars 50 of that will come to us in 2223 and the 

remaining 50 and 23.24 at least that's how it's written right now so that would mean next year we're 

looking at a foundation eight of 1.3 million which again is going to help us balance our budget which is 

normal operating increases so we have the increase of 960 000 foundation aid and i put in that date 

march 31st because on the runs which came out on the weekend we're definitely april they clearly say 

march 31st and then the other state aid which is the categorical aids which is our advantage to have 

them separated actually our number would go down 16 000 okay so we we reflect that so the two 
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changes in eight is 943 thousand dollars take that away from which is a positive take it away from our 

gap we're still we still have a gap of two hundred and two thousand dollars 

 

so now in our budget we had put 100 000 for salaries to help remediation for the children with the loss 

of learning that we sustained by going remote and being shut down we just had to put something in our 

budget we're able to take that money out with the benefits which is 117 650 because the federal money 

is to be used for that purpose can't be used the federal money cannot be used to fund the budget but it 

can be used to help us with the colbit related expenses and one of the biggest expenses is the loss of 

learning to the kids so as we develop going forward now summer school programs or after school 

programs whatever that may be we have to have a plan by july one and share that with the state by july 

one how we're gonna spend that money we're going to be able to use that three and a half million that's 

coming from the state government okay so it's federal money that went to the state that the state has 

to share with the schools so that's our three and a half now but it's coming to us outside of the budget 

but to be used for the covet related expenses and we have to apply for that as i stated 

 

we also have two three years two to three years to spend that money so by 23 24 school year that's 

when that money has to be fully committed or you lose it whatever you spend you're aidable on it you 

get you receive it back but if you don't have it committed then you would lose that money in addition to 

that federal money that's filtered from the federal government to the state to the schools the federal 

government themselves is issuing direct aid to the school districts again for covid related expenses not 

to fund your budget 

 

so i could give you some acronyms here i should have started with this first so the state money is called 

the corona virus relief and recovery supplemental appropriations act chrisa crrsa the federal money 

which is coming directly from the federal government bypassing the state totally just coming directly to 

us is four and a half million dollars three and a half coming from the state four and a half from the feds 

directly eight million total that's called the american rescue plan act our arp again not to be used to fund 

your operations to be recorded in our special aid fund our federal fund to be applied for as we do with 

our title grants through our application process how we're going to spend the money and it's geared 

towards purchasing ppe equipment so we don't have to the second item here is buy ppe equipment 

we're able to pull that hundred thousand under the budget because we have this federal money amount 

that we can utilize it's not in the budget but we can use it in the federal fund for the operations and the 

same thing with the remediation as i stated earlier with the summer school programs or after school 

programs or whatever else we come up with and this just came out within a week or so so we have to sit 

down and decide how we're going to apply for this month so we're able to reduce the expenses by 117 

650 and that hundred thousand and i show there because i put 85 000 in operations of maintenance and 

15 000 in transportation because we spent money in both of those categories when we originally bought 

ppe equipment that's a hundred thousand out so total reductions of 217. we only needed 202 to 

balance our gap so the difference i'm going to reduce the fund balance that we use towards the budget 

our savings accounts we're extremely high 15 000 is extremely low that's our surplus that we have from 
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this calculation a lot of schools in monroe county receive a lot more money than us they're reducing 

their fund balances close to millions of dollars 

 

you don't want to live on your savings account if you're living at home on your savings account 

eventually you've got it's going to dry up you either generate more revenue or you reduce expense 

 

so this is an attempt to start lowering that number if we can do more in the future that would be great 

but we're taking the fifteen thousand so that generates that two hundred and two thousand positive 

that was our gap so our remaining gap at this point is now zero we have a balanced budget now in 

addition to the state aid that we've already talked about 

 

the state has put in pre-kindergarten money and we're eligible for 451 696 the last time the state came 

out with new pre-k money was well over 20 years ago in the 90s and each school district had to choose 

at that point if they could use the money and for whatever reason our district didn't not to do that 

because i believe the comment was we didn't have kindergarten full day kindergarten at the time so it's 

kind of hard to start a pre-k program with our full day camp so we didn't offer that money and 

unfortunately all those years have gone by and they've never offered us the money again it's on the 

table now we have to have enrollment in the class in the program of approximately 74 children ages 

four could be some five-year-olds as long as they're uh you know under six before december where they 

have to go to kindergarten we're eligible to run that program so we're adding this to the program and as 

you'll see it's going to have a zero effect on the gap it doesn't create a gap and it doesn't change our tax 

limit we're still at that two percent on our taxes we would add three teachers we would put one 

program one class in each of our elementary buildings it would be an amp on this plan because we had 

talked about this a year or so ago before coven and then we had to pull it out of our budget because of 

covet and so we were ready a lot of schools aren't prepared to do this like we are because we were 

close to putting it in so we need three teachers there's three classes it would be an am pm program so 

different kids a.m and then the pm but the same teacher we would have three teaching assistants per 

teacher one per teacher and then our current and uh staffing of our assistant principles in the 

elementary level is actually one and a half we have a full time over to crs but she spends half her day 

doing cpsc work which is special education so they're one and a half assistant principals so we would 

hire one and a half additional aps in order to manage this program and other assistance throughout the 

building so there's the salary amounts with their benefits totals at 451 696. our state aid is 451 696. and 

again this is based on 75 children 74 children participate in the program so we wouldn't hire these 

positions until we started getting enrollment so we would start that process sooner this would start in 

september obviously and then as we reach 36 because we're doing 18 kids in the morning and 18 in the 

afternoon as we reach 36 we would hire staff one teacher one ta so it wouldn't be something that we're 

just going to hire those people and then not have the kids and not get the money 

 

so the good thing about it is too that we now will be on the docket that we have a program a pre-k 

program so that if any future changes come to that money we're eligible for whereas before there was 
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some new money for enhancement but not startup so it puts us in line for that and again we're not 

committing the money until we know we have the children and it doesn't have an effect on our question 

it does increase the overall budget but it's offset by revenue so with all that said we've adjusted our 

number supported so all the staffing with the pre-k taking out the hundred thousand dollars on the 

remediation for the kobe learning take that out and the corresponding benefits which is the third or 

second bullet down a bold item down you see the red numbers that have been adjusted the supports 

adjusted because of the tas they're in the support area and then the rest of our expenses which we've 

gone over before 

so our total budget now and there's the operations of maintenance that's the 85 000 reduction from 

ppe and 15 000 reduction in transportation that's why they're ready so now our total budget would be 

91 602 093 it's an increase from the current budget of 3.1 million or 3.54 percent and then we'll show 

the revenues so these numbers have not changed at the top part but you'll notice at the bottom there's 

what the significant changes are in the foundation a 23 672 so you see the growth from where it was 

this year mind you that number was going down three and a half it was reinstated and then increased 

and then you'll see the categorical changes and they've changed quite a bit so each one you'll see a lot 

of red now but it nets out to that sixteen thousand dollar reduction so yeah boces the high cost other 

categorical aids and then the universal pre-k is a brand new item 451. so our total revenue is 48.763 

now we're using our savings you see the 802 is in red that's that pandemic uh general fund adjustment 

that we had last year we put it in we've lowered that that 15 0 222 off to the right-hand side so that 

when you come all the way down you'll see the red number 38 million 979 that's two percent increase 

on our tax levy so we're staying at two percent even though our cap is 2.66 and we have a balanced 

budget 91 million 093 so the revenue side balance is what our expenditure 

so now what does that do for the tax rate so the tax levy is two percent it's the total money that we're 

collecting from all of our towns we have four towns now the tax rate is based on the assessment okay so 

at this point in time this is our best estimate of those assessments because the assessment numbers 

won't be finalized until sometime in july they'll be coming out with notified notices people have the right 

to challenge their assessment change if they want and that all takes place in the month of may and then 

into june actually is when the commercial property can actually go to the assessment board and 

challenge any changes that they may have had based on what we're getting right now from our three 

major towns and again sweden is very small we have like eight to ten houses in sweden so it's not that 

much um chile being the biggest of the four we figure a two percent tax levy increase our estimated tax 

rate on true value so if everybody was equal at 100 percent equalization which meant a hundred 

thousand dollar house in chile is comparable to a hundred thousand dollars of ryga and comparable 100 

000 in sweden our true value rate would be 21 and 41 cents which actually is a decrease from where we 

are currently it's a decrease of two and a quarter percent 

based on the numbers that we received based on the fact that shadowlight last year was below 100 for 

the first time ever that i remember they were at around 96 based on the fact that they anticipated going 

down to 89 percent they did a full evaluation of their town what that means is that as we all know i'm 

sure you know somebody if not ourselves if you sold a home or know somebody that sold a home you're 

getting a lot more than what you asked for whatever reason houses are out of sight right now so with a 

full evaluation we can all expect assessments to go up so they're generating additional monies in their 

assessment we're conservative in how much we're actually putting in there because there could be 

challenges or there could be changes for whatever reason we do not want to advertise a number today 
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or into the near future that turns out to be worse than what we say worse than that if it's a negative six 

it becomes a positive or it's a less than a negative six so we're using right now an estimated child being 

at 100 of their taxes going their tax rate reducing by 6.19 if all of their assessment is actually true and 

there are no adjustments their decrease will be close to 11 percent but we're estimating at six percent 

on a reduction 

with the town of ogden their rate has gone down again again i've been very few times were they below 

100 except for last year they're down to 93 i believe they were around 98 went to 93 for this upcoming 

year they're looking at an increase of 2.95 now what that means is they have less so a hundred thousand 

dollar house at 93 percent is truly 93 000. another way of looking at 100 per 100 000 home it should be 

valued at 112 120 000 so that ninety three percent of that number is a hundred so we have less 

thousands to multiply a rate by so that rate has to go up when the 93 goes to a hundred and i'm not 

sure when that will happen but in riga's case every three years it jumps and then it goes back to 100. i'm 

sure ogden will get there twilight did it in one year when that happens then that that particular town 

will have a negative to balance it out because now there will be more thousands that we can multiply by 

so we can lower the rate but right now they're looking at an increase of 2.95 percent probably will be 

lower than that but that's the number that we're going to advertise as we sell this budget going forward 

town sweden would be looking at a decrease of 2.25 town in sweden has always been 100 so they're 

going to be equal to the true value number up at the top which decrease of 2.25 that's what their 

number is ryga again has dropped now they're down to 90 percent they're looking at an increase of 0.96 

okay so that's what we're looking over right at right now for each of our towns probably will be better 

than the number you see on the board but this is the number that we feel comfortable with right now 

that we could sell which leaves room for changes as i stated and that's at a tax levy increase of two 

percent so this is the cap excuse me the tax cap calculation so you'll notice i'll go through this real quick 

we start off with our current year levy total a pot of money that we're collecting of 38 million 213 370 

this school year multiplied by a growth factor of 1.0062 we then add the pilots the businesses that are 

working are set up in our communities that are getting a 10-year tax break so they pay a little bit 

through in lieu of tax and then after 10 years then they go fully on the tax rules we add that 316 comes 

up to a new number of 38 766 599. we then multiply by the lesser of cpi consumer price index or two 

percent so the cpi for this year is 1.23 and then we subtract next year's pilots so they're growing a little 

bit because now they're getting more mature the sum of the properties so that's 403 we subtract that 

then we add our carryover 391 thousand so the carryover is we've had caps higher than what we 

actually had levy increases so that carryover that difference is allowed to carry recalculates the next year 

cap so overall that's that 2.66 that i've mentioned that's truly our 2 tax cut we can go to 266 and not 

have a super majority vote if we exceed 2.66 we would need 60 of our voters to vote yes for our budget 

in order to succeed and pass the work so that's our tax cap 2.66 and that's it i thank you and i will 

entertain any questions that you may have 

 

thank you 
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so good evening um i'm richard coleman i'll be talking about the transition to the latin system tonight i 

want to be clear up front i'm not here to throw stones at anyone the school's been doing a great job 

during this challenging year but i am here as a father to represent the best interests of my daughter and 

other kids like her i do have a disclaimer to make my daughter wasn't so sure about me coming here 

tonight anything i say is my words not hers so my daughter is currently a senior senior and she's ranked 

number one in her class in fact she's worked incredibly hard and has been ranked number one 

throughout high school so she will be directly affected by ending the valedictorian honors this year 

rather than doing it in four years it had been planned before colbot i support implementation of the 

latin system i believe it's a good way to recognize more of the hard-working students for their 

achievements but i don't think we should do this at the expense of the very top students grouping 31 

summa [ __ ] laude students together and calling them all the same it doesn't give proper distinction 

there are some kids that excel even within this group and should be recognized as such and they may be 

the 2021 graduating class has worked their entire school career under the valedictorian system it's not 

right to take it away at this time yes covet hit it confuse things but the school reacted very well and kept 

the learning and the grading on track so at this point i don't think there's a good reason to take away the 

bail sale matters so i believe there's a win-win situation and i'll propose it here but so i proposed that in 

addition to the latin honor system that the individual battle sale honors still be awarded this may not be 

the full bail sale 100 of the past for example you split off the speech or do other things differently but it 

should still include individual recognition for the top honors at graduation and at other events so i 

propose that this hybrid approach be used this year and possibly beyond to at least cover the existing 

high school students that have already been working under the battle sale program 

 

the kids have had an awful lot taken away from them this year this is not the year to take away any 

more than we have to so please don't take away the bell sale honors from our very best students they 

work incredibly hard and should be recognized for it they've done their part we should do ours i know 

that everybody is working with the best of intentions i have the greatest respect for their efforts i think 

mr wilson and his staff are doing a great job in classes and moving forward and i'm sure that he'll handle 

the honors awards fairly you know i i trust the school i know they'll do a great job on the graduation so 

uh before i finish on another subject i'd just like to give my appreciation and thanks to uh mrs fisher jeff 

smith and the musical group for putting on five shows this past week you know it was very special for 

the students and the families and they'll remember it the rest of their life so i give much thanks to them 

for their hard work and for keeping the students and the students engaged during this unusual time so 

that's all i have for tonight but uh thanks for listening to me today very good congratulations your 

daughter thank 

 

um we do have a you tonight for from caitlyn um yeah so this is only our second week back in school 

since spring spring break but things are in full swing at the high school and so bear with me i have a lot 

of announcements um national honor society met last week to do a grade check-in and to begin 

discussing discussing end of the year plans we decided to extend our canned bottle fundraise fundraiser 

till the end of the month so any cans and bottles can be taken to the north chile redemption center and 

just tell them that it's for churchill trial and national honor society um mr gooler is providing all the 

members with a lot of voluntary opportunities which we are all so thankful for because it allows us to 
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give back to the community and to get the hours that are needed for national honor society and 

members this week will be submitting recommendations for teacher of the year and the officers will be 

picking teacher beer at the end of the month and finding a way to recognize that teacher and also 

recognize mr strasser who was nominated for teacher of the year last year link crew met briefly to 

discuss possible plans for reopening as well depending on what that looked like we talked about 

potentially hanging out posters handing out skittles to students and all wearing our link crew shirts on a 

reopened night that occurs to just welcome back and have kind of a first day of school feeling again an 

executive council is planning on meeting tomorrow to discuss additional possible end of the year plans 

depending on what school attendance looks like at the time we've talked about completing an end of 

the year video or school-wide challenge and goal for all students to participate in if we are still hybrid 

and if we are in for in full person we've talked about potentially doing an outdoor event or assembly of 

something of this work we are also so excited that our spring sports sports will be starting and that our 

fall sports part two are finishing up i know for a lot of especially the senior junior athletes who haven't 

been able to play for almost two years this is a really big and exciting thing for them the class councils 

are also working really hard to plan fundraisers and class events i know the senior class council has 

worked tirelessly the past few weeks so very thankful for them and there are also plans for decision day 

in the works to honor the seniors and the next big decision that they have so as a senior i'm very 

thankful for that as well and then my final announcement is that ib and ap exam season is right around 

the corner all the ib speaking exams finished up last week and so the rest of the ib exams the sit-down 

versions will begin at the end of the month and aps will be following that so students are very busy 

studying but it is very busy in the high school right now and we're anticipating the end of the school 

thank you thank you kayla thank you thank you okay uh we now have a superintendent update um rory 

is going to talk with us about all of the things there's lots 

 

great so katelyn thank you for sharing all the updates about netflix and mr coleman for updating about 

musical events so i'm just going to jump right into a recent feedback opportunity we've provided to our 

families staff and community so we want to thank them for reviewing and responding to our reopening 

plan which was a requirement of the doh guidance that came out 5 15 on friday afternoon so with that 

we had approximately 411 responses as of about 4 o'clock this evening as anticipated a majority of the 

respondents supported the full reopening k-12 there were several responses that indicated an overall 

concern over the current community transmission rate increasing specific to grade 712 63 of those that 

responded supported using local community rates meaning our zip codes in lieu of the county 

transmission rate in order to reopen schools in addition 60 of the families supported randomized testing 

of our students in grades 7-12 should we be able to reopen with a reduced in regard to fourth quarter 

approximately 95 percent of our k-4 families elected for their children to return to school five days a 

week in person the remaining selected the full remote model for students in grades five and six 

approximately 92 percent selected five days in person for those students in grades 7 through 12 

approximately 85 percent chose for their child to return within the three feet social distancing model so 

i'm going to talk about that in a moment as of today 65 of our teachers are fully vaccinated and 50 of 

our staff members 
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so again as i mentioned this past friday evening the department of health released their updated 

guidance contrary to some perceptions out there this guidance actually imposed more restrictions on 

school districts prior to friday we all had reopening plans across this county and across new york state 

for our students k through 12 in which all of our families selected an option as of friday afternoon there 

appears now that there are further restrictions rather than lessening of those restrictions while there 

appears that there will be no one to review and approve plans there are minimum guidelines that 

obstruct our ability to move forward with reopening fully in grades 7 through 12 due to the state's 

definition of the term cohort and the county's lack of willingness to use anything other than monroe 

county transmission data in speaking with a local district in onondaga county they were able to move 

forward with their three-foot social distancing plan k-12 due to the support of their county executive 

and their county health director specifically according to the cdc monroe county is currently in a red 

zone given the seven day average of new covenant cases so right now we are currently at a seven day 

average rate well over 200 new positive cases so in order to move forward with our grade 7 through 12 

plan the monterey county average over seven days needs to be below 50 cases so right now we're 

sitting over 200 cases a day so given the hospitals in our area the colleges along with all of the testing 

locations centered in our county we are uncertain how that rate might possibly be reduced anytime 

soon 

 

our plan has been shared with the monroe county department of health and we are waiting for 

feedback the updated guidance is clear that the local health department is the entity that is charged 

with enforcement of minimum guidelines so new york state has released guidance in addition for spring 

events and graduation so we are thankful for that so we are looking forward to developing and sharing 

potential plans for the junior prom senior ball and graduation with our families and our students so that 

should be coming and again very positive and just on an ending note in future updates uh frank and i will 

be providing some information in regard to the federal funding as frank mentioned we are working to 

develop some plans we'll be working with board of education and stakeholders across the community 

and that plan is due by july 1st so that was my update right now 

 

okay let's move on to program um action items we did have a committee on special education and 

preschool special education recommendations in our packet we have a motion to approve those john 

second by steve all those in favor anyone opposed or needing to abstain  discussion item uh number one 

is the reopening plan presentation that Lori’s prepared to do for us   

Giulio Bosco and myself we've reviewed this and again this presentation was partially given a few weeks 

ago to the board of education on the website you'll see this a similar version to this presentation which 

completely outlines the plans that we had going forward for all of our families that reviewed it and 

selected an instructional model we wanted just to give a brief follow-up and update in regard to fourth 

quarter 

so we'll begin with our k-4 students as we discussed a few weeks ago our plan is that all of our k-4 

students will be returning five days a week full remote students will be assigned a different teacher at 

that time in-person students will have barriers and students will remain with their current teachers in 

this scenario of students some students may have to eat in classrooms but we're working on those meal 
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plans right now and i'm making sure we stay within all the social distancing requirements schedules will 

be adjusted in pe classes art classes and music classes to accommodate the changes and in regards to 

transportation two students for seat with windows down in the buses and of course wearing grease 

covers 

similarly as you know at our middle school we have actually two programs we have a five six elementary 

program and we have a seventh and eighth grade secondary program so we are able to because our five 

six grade students are elementary programs move them also to a five day a week schedule similarly full 

remote students will be assigned a different teacher when we begin in about a week or so our person 

students again with barriers and we're planning to have those students remain with their current 

teachers we're again developing cafeteria schedules and protocols for lunch and similarly our schedules 

will be adjusted for per and music and students will be able to ride two to a c on the buses with the 

windows down wearing basements and just for a brief overview this was the proposed plan that we had 

in place that was shared with our families for grades seven through twelve and again the model that we 

have seven through twelve our students in seventh and eighth grade are actually somewhat cohorted 

because we are in a three house model by grade level so i have advocated to dr mendoza to consider 

grades seven and eight in cohort and so again we are waiting on feedback for that again as many of you 

know our ninth grade academy also is somewhat cohorted so we're hoping that people take that under 

consideration to see whether or not that fits the state definition of cohort and could be minimum 

guidelines in addition what you see up here basically are the options of full remote and or uh in person 

four days seven through twelve remaining with the wednesdays as asynchronous the main rationale and 

purpose behind that is that we do not want to eliminate any of the advanced courses or specialized 

courses that our students would be taking and in order to do that we need that flexibility the last thing 

we want to do is remove opportunities for our students so that's why we considered and recommended 

a four-day model for grade 7 through 12. again the hang up is that right now being in a red zone does 

not allow for any students who are not in a cohort or cohorted to be able to be within or less than six 

feet unless you're in not a dog so our next step is to obviously we have to align to the department of 

health april 9 guidance we are looking to we do have a current stock of test kits available so we are 

ready and able to begin testing but we would want to acquire additional test kits not only for that 

random testing but also for our events that are coming up this spring it would be a requirement so we 

need to move forward on that we would obviously adhere to any quarantine requirements and contact 

tracing as we have been doing all year long again we do have a notification of the updated fourth 

quarter plan on our district website as required and it has been sent to the agencies that need it and we 

will continue to advocate to open 7-12 

and for those of you that may not be familiar with the indicators and thresholds for community 

transmission this actually is on our website but this identifies according to cdc indicators of the 

thresholds again for transmission so right now monroe county sits in the high transition red base you 

can see anything over 100 cases per day we need to get to the yellow transmission which is that number 

of less than 50 in 10. 

so again we can post this as an updated plan but again this is a much shorter version of what was 

presented by the committee of the prior board meeting 
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that's our update and i didn't know if the board would want to take this opportunity to have any 

discussion or dialogue around the status of where we are as everybody is well aware we are moving 

forward with page six returning to school for our plan on monday april 19th we are prepared to move 

forward we're finalizing transportation information as we speak those passes and information will be 

printed tomorrow and distributed to families later this week so our principals have been working very 

diligently and hard to get this to happen as well as our teachers preparing their classrooms so i'll turn it 

over to the board for any questions comments or discussion that you'd like okay um i really feel that um 

the board has worked really hard on trying to get ourselves real and we've been set up for failure 

because the department of health now says we don't approve plans here but you have to submit them 

and put them on your website and the county said we only enforce penalties but they won't tell us what 

the penalties are so this is turned into a political football of everybody pointing at everybody else with 

no one taking your responsibility which leaves the school district in a really vulnerable situation because 

if we don't follow the guidelines and gospel did anything happen the repercussions could be very serious 

so we feel as though we're being set up for failure doesn't matter who we advocate with how many 

letters we write how many legislators we talk to how many people we argue this way the fact that our 

private schools are open so there's an access and equity issue because if you can afford to pay tuition 

and send your child to a private school you can go to school five days a week but the public school kids 

are penalized because of the public school and they can give us more rules and regulations and they're 

allowing sports to continue we're all pro sports but instruction is more important than sports we need to 

get our kids back in school with instruction so the fact that the counties allow exports to continue so 

kids can wrestle but you can't go into class for instruction i i'll speak for myself but i think we all find that 

reprehensible and it's not that we're not against sports we love sports all our kids have been in sports 

it's just it's a unequivocal access for our kids the fact that onondaga school is open because their county 

legislatures and their politicians support it and monroe county has a difference of opinion um it's just 

again another thing that's very unfair to our students i'm not sure what our next course of action is we 

can continue to advocate write our letters and call our legislators but i just feel that the school districts 

are really being held as puns in the midst of all this our kids should be back in school um and we don't 

know what the penalty are if we bump the system obviously you can see by tonight's presentation we 

have a lot of money in federal and state that we're relying on and we cannot put our budget at risk and 

our state aid at risk because that would be we would not be doing our fiduciary responsibility for so 

that's a real concern there's also concern about administrators and their certificates they're all sorted by 

the state of new york or the office of profession and that they could really take away you can't take 

away an administrator's livelihood because so there's an awful lot of little moving pieces to all this that 

doesn't always get out in the media it doesn't get on social media but it's certainly something we've all 

worked very hard at i usually don't talk that much but i also think that our community needs to be aware 

through the hours that this is taken for our administration to work on this the hours that laurie spends 

on the weekends the administrators meet with her on the weekends the board meet and talk with her 

when she calls which is more regular during this pandemic it's it is our job that we've committed to but 

it is really exhausting in many situations unrealistic when you're put in the middle of stipulations that 

you're trying to do for the best of your community but yet doing that i i do think it's to set up this district 

unfairly so and to fail at this and just a 
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yeah i would add i mean i think up until friday we were ready to reopen and plans were set teachers 

have been working towards the plan teachers administration have been going through vaccinations 

getting all ready and ready to start accepting students so very it's absurd really that this would come out 

so late on friday afternoon it may get like you said almost impossible to do it under these circumstances 

so we gotta advocate continue talking to dr mendoza and put more pressure on i'm just gonna be 

honest and say that uh that's where some of this holdup is and we have to be bold and put our money 

where our mouth is if we say we want kids back in school then we got to be able to make it happen 

we're doing what we can and i thank laurie i want to echo that too for just countless i mean with phone 

out all the time waiting for constant updates from people legislatures uh you know county executive and 

whoever so thank you for all that you've done to try to make this happen and we'll continue to work and 

i know we're still working at it so we'll keep advocating so 

like i think you should put mine on the spot your analogy about it i just said i think it's ironic if you have a 

back team you can go to rich stadium with 70 000 other people watching supporting events but you 

can't have kids come to school right it just doesn't make any sense it just doesn't make any sense that 

for whatever reason folks in all and i would submit that our county exec and our health commissioner 

are scared to death with repercussions from home you know even though there's all kind of dissension 

there that uh they're will they're willing to let sporting events and other things happen and for whatever 

reason it's so bewildering it's it's like school has become um sort of the scapegoat and i don't know if it's 

because that's their way of holding the public down because so many of us are tied to schools or what 

but  it's so unfair it's so whatever like it's hard to comprehend 

i get that one other thing not only has the state put all these restrictions on us at five o'clock on a friday 

um we were very blessed to get money from the federal government but that plan is due july 1st we 

were very blessed to have all our preschool work done so we can we can go ahead and roll that out 

because all the legwork's been done but to manage opening a preschool to manage putting together 

additional funding that will help our kids catch up in the in the abyss of the past year with extra federal 

dollars that's due july 1st so now we're wasting more time on reopening plan and we should really be 

talking about how do we get our kids back how do we enrich their lives how do we get a good preschool 

and do what's best for the instruction of our children and the busiest time of our year business time 

trying to have proms and send-offs and graduations that are all are alternative none of them done how 

we're used to doing them but trying to get these things off the ground so our kids at 7 12 can do these 

things it just just unbelievable what they expect in her community to both cope with and for a school 

district to manage with the end of the year it's unrealistic so we'll continue to advocate and again our 

plans have been submitted as we had originally proposed i'll continue to ask the questions and again 

according to the guidance uh no one will review or approve their plans but at the last line of the 

guidance county will be the enforcer of the minimum guidelines so there we are so we're kind of we're 

stuck right now but doesn't mean that we stop advocating and i think it's also important for the 

community to be well aware that a majority of us here have children in the district i myself have a senior 

right along with caitlin and i think every one of us wants school yes so we will continue to do our best 

action items section 913 motion to adopt the resolution authorizing section number two mike second 

bite me all those in favor anyone opposed or needing to abstain there's a moa with maintenance 

association settlement agreement one as presented in your pick and promotion they need second 

rescue all those in favor and the moa with maintenance association settlement agreement number two 

is presented on mike um and john all those in favor 
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and then the classified and non-classified personnel action items including that um addendum john 

seconded by christine aldo's in favor anyone opposed to abstain okay there are no discussion items 

under personnel but it brings us to business action items the 20 21 2022 budget adoption motion to 

adopt the proposed budget for 20 21 25 review amy and second by c right okay 

all those in favor is there anyone opposed for needing to abstain okay so that would be the amount of 

91 million 600 2 000 009. so i gave you a memo 

okay all right property tax reform card wanting to approve the property tax report card so that's also 

included i keep that as a handover with the memo on that kathy second by mike hi all of my favorite you 

want to post it's really fun that mike t is that's really making me crazy all right all right um they're revised 

budget legal notice motion to edit the budget legal notice kristin second by my g all those in favor you 

this is for the lighting and the ceiling work in jimmy kathy second by mike i'll live in favor anyone 

opposed or needing to abstain and there are no discussion items for business we have uh some 

committee and events report steve i'll begin with you well we had um the final audit committee meeting 

before the meeting today where we reviewed an internal control risk assessment for the district which is 

part of an annual thing for the efpr group auditors and we've reviewed several areas of the district 

finances different i.t and different areas overall i think it was a really good report some of the areas 

were moderate mostly moderate to low risk covet impacted some of them so it was noted in a report 

some helpful findings nothing serious and i think frank can we say too i think the new area we decided 

to look at but we're delved into an ipipa cyber society so that's an area we're going to focus on going 

forward all i did um i had flash last week and um we are looking forward to september with the 

celebrate event and wendy's getting started on that um there is an event tomorrow night that will be on 

the youtube channel actually with dr mendoza to discuss the impact of the pandemic with vaping and 

how changes to the law don't really change our roles here in school so um he will be there as a speaker 

it will be maybe will people be able to put questions yeah so it's going to be streamed live and we have a 

google form already set up where people can we'll be submitting questions so that information will be 

on the website again tomorrow it's been posted on the website it's on uh facebook as well but it'll be 

back on the website across the top where the live stream is obviously it's gonna be our youtube channel 

and people are going to be able to make questions um specific to vaping um to documentaries for 

tomorrow so if you've got them i mean that's it there will be a  

okay um so i went to the legislative atlanta county school board last wednesday and we updated our 

priorities for our legislative work um as much as we just complained about a lot of the problems with 

department of health in terms of reopening the legislators particularly with harry bronson did a really 

good job of advocating for schools this year in terms of our funding because what governor cuomo 

proposed and what our legislators actually tasked for us saved us from a budget problem which we 

don't need on top of everything else right now we need our budget passed but there we do have to give 

a thank you to our legislators who did work really hard to restore the foundation and work on some of 

those really awful parts of the budget that we've been advocating to have changed this year um and so 

with that the legislative committee could achieve some of their priorities and we're going to work really 

hard on continuing building relationships because we have a whole new group of legislators and they'll 

work really hard on behalf of our school so in the midst of all this there was some positive things that 

happened we're also going to talk to them about our long-term financial planning because there's 

always been a problem with schools every year we're waiting to see what they agreed to at the last 
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minute before we can approve our budget and we're going to go back and visit some mandate relief and 

talk about some other things that we can do differently so we can continue our advertising um i 

participated in a fiscal webinar wednesday where we talk about the new budget and on some of the 

issues around that i also participated in the review the cosmetology program at both these and it's a and 

it's a five-year review of the program to see if we should continue what about even what program 

changes need to be made and i have to say that the office of professional registration and license i'm not 

sure if i have that quite right acupuncture yeah they stopped giving allowing path colleges to take their 

licensing exam and they did not continue with a temporary license i don't know if there's other groups 

that have had that happen but it's another access and equity issue that our four kids that graduated 

couldn't sit for their exams to get licensed so it's another thing to advocate for that happened in 

cosmetology probably happened in others but they did continue temporary living for nurses and i'm 

sure that's happened too so there's some equity so did iq release it because of the pandemic or they're 

no longer covering the licensure in their desire no they said it was because of the pandemic i'm not sure 

they'll bring it back once from what i understand okay because what they did was it came up because 

they did a survey all of all the graduates to see what their post-graduate employment was and the 

majority were not in cosmetology and that's because it's a licensing issue so it's another fallout from the 

pandemic that affects our kids i wouldn't film about that if i hadn't done this review um and the um 

annual reading experiment so so is suppose he's working with kathleen doyle she it's under captain door 

um well we just talked about it yesterday we're going to talk i'll be posting tomorrow for annual 

meetings so i'm going to ask them some more about that because i think that's something i would have 

this [ __ ] and that's exactly what i was thinking you should go back to school boards for us to add uh 

something to talk about and i i had to do with the media passport county school board by nominated 

officers so it's like my last official thing you know amazingly still to do all our normal things that means 

i'm sorry i attended the fiscal webinar as well i got to hear uh all of the districts that were represented 

there everybody pretty much saw the same benefits coming away from federal funds in the state lines 

also i do need to just quickly see who is going to go to the annual meeting it goes these two tomorrow 

night if it's a web it's it just be it 

yeah i actually downloaded the link into your calendars your cccsd calendar so all you have to do is open 

it and it's right there because you each got it your own separate link thank you sure 

okay so i get amy kristin and cam yeah i'll be very very personal so i don't need the link okay we're 

gonna go to both seats all right okay okay so um may i have a motion to move into executive session 

aiming second responders and 


